ABSTRACT
I. INTRODUCTION
Nyquist [l] and Shannon [2] provided the necessary background theory for digital communications at a time when nobody could have predicted how important it would become in the near future. Digital communications was used in World War 11 for military communications for reasons of secrecy and resistance to jamming, however, its commercial utilization started with the advent of space exploration in the late 1950's and the advent of solid-state technology. Using analogue to digital converters (ADC's), analogue signals could be easily transformed into discreet, quantized and binary coded values.
From then on, the digital revolution in communications has continued apace. The basic elements of a digital point-to-point communications system are illustrated in Figure 1 . The source generates analog or digital signals such as voice, video or a stream of binary digits. The transmitter converts the signal generated by the source to a suitable form to be transmitted over the waveform channel, which may be a pair of wires, coaxial cable or a radio link. The receiver attempts to retrieve the source output from the channel output and presents the results to the user, which may be the human ear, eye or a computer. In this paper, we are concerned with the part of the communications system between the channe! encoder input and the channel decoder output. Without loss of generality, we assume that the output of the source encoder is a stream of independent and identically distributed random variables. We focus on the characteristics and design of the channel encoder, modulator and their counterparts at the receiver.
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We are particularly interested in digital modulation schemes that are both bandwidth and energy efficient. As the bandwidth is a finite resource due to physical limitations or govemment regulations and the demand for information transfer is increasing, efficient ways of using a given bandwidth are of great interest. One such bandwidth and energy efficient digital modulation scheme is Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM).
CONTINUOUS PHASE MODULATION
Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM) schemes belong to a class of constantenvelope digital modulation schemes that are both bandwidth and energy efficient [3, 4, 51. This class is based on phase modulation schemes where phase continuity in the transmitted signal is maintained to shape the transmitted spectrum. The constantenvelope nature of the signals makes CPM useful also for nonlinear and /or fading channels, such as the satellite and the mobile radio channels.
Besides providing spectral economy, CPM schemes also exhibit a "coding gain" when compared to PSK modulation. This "coding gain" is due to the memory that is introduced by the phase-shaping filter and the decoder can exploit this. CPM modulation exhibits memory that resembles in many ways how a convolutionally encoded data sequence exhibits memory -in both cases, a "trellis" can be used to display the possible output signals (this is why convolutional encoders are wed with CPM in this paper).
In 1988, Rimoldi, based on a theory by Massey [6], showed that a CPM scheme can be decomposed into a Continuous Phase Encoder (CPE) followed by a Memoryless Modulator (MM) . where the CPE is linear modulo some integer M and time invariant and the MM another time invariant device [7] . Decomposing the CPM has 2 advantages [7] . Firstly, the "encoding" operation can be studied independently of the modulation. This allows the CPE to be combined with a channel encoder and be treated as a unified channel encoder.
The second advantage is that the isolation of the MM allows the cascade of the MM. the waveform channel (e.g. additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)) and the demodulator to be modeled as a discrete memoryless channel (DMC).
The work in this paper is based on this decomposition approach to CPM. We optimally combine a convolutional coder with the CPE to create a trellis coded modulation scheme. The necessary conditions on how to combine a convolutional encoder with the CPE without the use of a mapper are given in [8] . One condition, among others, is that both the encoder and the CPE must operate over the same algebra. This is unlike the usual approach where mappers are pertinent [3,9].
Here, we combine a M rate 4-ary convolutional encoder, hereafter called a channel encoder (CE), with the CPE of a 4-ary CPM scheme. Such a combination is called an extended CE and is effectively,a convolutional encoder. This is made possible by designing both the CE and the CPE to operate over the ring of integers modulo 4. A serially concatenated channel coding system is designed where the outer channel encoder is a quaternary convolutional encoder and the inner encoder the quaternary extended CE. A 2 raised cosine (2RC) CPM scheme with a modulation index of h = f/4 is considered. Soft decoding techniques are investigated where the soft output information from the inner Soft-Output Viterbi Algoroithm (SOVA) is used to enhance the performance of the outer soft input Viterbi decoder.
III. SYSTEM DEIGN
This section explains the design of the coding system used in the study. Referring to Figure 2: a. The outer encoder is a quatemary convolutional encoder while the inner encoder is the quaternary extended CE..As both inher v d outer encoders operate over the same algebra structure, no mapper is required to link them.
b. The inner SOVA decoder outputs hard decision symbols and reliability information, the latter being used by the outer decoder to enhance its decoding capabilities. Once 'again, no mapper is required between the inner and outer decoders as they both operate over the same algebra structure. Bi designing the CE to operate over the same algebra as the CPE, no mapper is required to integrate them. This allows the state of the CPE to be fed back and be used by the CE, enabling the use of a CE with a shorter constraint length. Such a combination is called an extended CE, as the CPE is now an extension of the CE.
B. Design of the Memoryless Modulator
The design of the M M is shown in Figure 4 below. 
Up Sample and Repeat blockr increase the samples of the input signals by a fnctor of 8. h denotes the modulation index.
The raised cosine (RC) phase shaping function is implemented using two finite impulse response (FIR) digital filters, FIR filter A and FIR filter B. In this study, each waveform is made up of eight discrete samples.
C. Design of the Outer Encoder
The design of the quaternary outer convolutional encoder is shown in Figure 5 below. Its design is quite similar to the extended CE shown in Figure 3 . 
D. Design of the Viterbi Decoders
The general overview of the Viterbi decoder is shown in 
Figure 6. High-level diagram of the adaptable Viterbi Decoders
To demodulate the received signal, the following three tables were used. They were generated by the modulator and are used by the demodulator to decode the received symbol sequence. The tables are stored in ROMs in the demodulator. When a waveform is received, (corrupted by additive noise or fading), the waveform table is used to calculate the incremental squared Euclidean distance (SED) between the received waveforms and the set of all known waveforms the transmitter can transmit. These distances (or branch metrics) serve as a probability that a given waveform/ symbol was actually sent. The minimum SED corresponds to the most likely signal transmitted. These branch metrics are not used in isolation. They are used in conjunction with the probabilities (state metrics) associated with the states of the trellis that each of the branches departs from. In this way, the SED between the entire received sequence and the most likely path through the trellis can be calculated on a symbol-by-symbol basis.
Using the minimum SED, the state transition table determines the survivor path through the trellis. The decoding table back tracks through the trellis, to determine the most likely signal transmitted. It is assumed that there are no parallel transitions between states. The advantage of using these tables is that for the same value of L the Viterbi decoders need not be redesigned for each new scheme to accommodate more or less states or a different symbol alphabet size. Apart from outputting the decoded symbol, the SOVA decoder also output reliability information, which is used to improve the performance of the outer decoder.
IV. SPW SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
The entire coding system was built in software and tested using Monte Carlo based simulations. The results obtained are in terms of the bit error rate @ER) as a function of the signal to noise ratio (SNR).
The simulations were executed in three types of channels, the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, Rician and Rayleigh fading channels. For the simulations in the Rician fading channel, the channel was designed with a Rician parameter ( K ) of 10. This parameter is defined as:
power of dominant path power in scattered path When K = 0, the channel is Rayleigh, and if K is infinite, the channel is Gaussian. The fades have a high probability of being very deep when K = 0 to being very shallow when K = 32 (approaching Gaussian) [ 111. (1)
K -
In all the simulations, a normalized bandwidth of BT, = 1.2 was assumed where B is the bandwidth and T,, the symbol duration. For the quaternary 2RC scheme, this bandwidth contains approximately 99.97% of the total power. The overall code rate of the system is '/4 (both the inner and outer encoders have a code rate of Vz) and each encoder has 64 states.
Results of all the simulations are shown graphically in Figures 7 (a) & (b) . The graph clearly shows the extremely good results that can be achieved, especially in the AWGN channel. These results are comparable to designs employing turbo coding or iterative decoding.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A SOVA serially interleaved concatenated coding scheme has been studied. It consists of the cascade of an outer encoder, an interleaver permuting the outer codeword bits and an inner encoder whose input words are the permuted outer codewords. Soft decbding was investigated where the soft output from the SOVA inner decoder was used by the outer decoder to enhance its decoding capabilities. The scheme was tested using Monte Carlo based simulations over AWGN. Rician and Rayleigh fading channels.
The results show good error correcting capabilities, comparable to schemes employing turbo coding. The main potential area of application of the configuration is the improvement of already established standards, for example GSM and cellular digital packet data.
